
Helmut Satzinger: 

Did Proto-Afroasiatic have Marked Nominative or Nominative-Accusative Alignment? 

 

§ 1. Cases in Berber and Cushitic 

The Berber noun appears in two forms: one being called the absolute state, viz. (sing.:) m. a-, 

fem. ta-, and the other the “annexed” state, viz. (sing.:) m. (w)u-, f. t-. Traditionally, 

Berberologists regard the functional difference between them as one of status: „In besonderer 

syntaktischer Umgebung, wenn das Nomen in engem Zusammenhang mit dem 

voranstehenden Wort steht, nimmt es die Form des ,status annexus‘ (im Gegensatz zu ,status 

absolutus‘ = Zitierform) an…“ (Wolff 1981:179). However, Hans-Jürgen Sasse, in his 

seminal study (Sasse 1984), pointed out a different interpretation. In light of the Cushitic 

noun, the two forms appear to be two different cases, i.e. morpho-syntactic phenomena, rather 

than prosodic features, as are statuses. The function of the “absolute state” form is very 

similar to that of the Cushitic absolutive case, whereas the “annexed state” form corresponds 

by and large to the Cushitic nominative case; Lipiński (2001:260f.; cf. 35. 179) wrongly calls 

it an ergative case (cf. Satzinger 2005). The use of a noun in the absolute state, or absolutive 

case, rather than the annexed state, or nominative case, for a subject that is positioned to the 

left of the verb is not due to the prosodic status of the noun, but rather to its being fronted, or 

topicalised. 

 

§ 2. The Nominative-Absolutive Alignment, or Marked Nominative System 

There are several types and varieties of syntactic alignment (Comrie 2013) concerning the 

basic constituents of the sentence. The alignment that is more familiar to us, and also the most 

frequently found among the world’s languages is the nominative-accusative Alignment (such 

as in most European languages and Semitic languages). Somewhat rarer, and extremely rare 

in Europe, is the ergative-absolutive alignment, where the subject of an intransitive verb 

appears in the same case form (called absolutive case) as the object of a transitive verb, 

whereas there is a special case for the subject of transitive verbs (called ergative case). It is 

the marked one among them. In Europe, only Basque shows this character. Others would be  

most Australian aboriginal languages, several American languages (like Mayan), Tibetan, 

Sumerian, and others, not to mention languages with “split ergativity,” like Iranian languages. 

A still much rarer variety has a portmanteau case (called absolutive case) for most syntactic 

functions, including nominal predicate and direct object, though not for the subject of the 

intransitive verb. Furthermore it has a marked case (the nominative) for the subject of the 



verb, regardless whether it is a transitive or intransitive verb). It is called nominative-

absolutive alignment, or Marked Nominative system. It was Orin Gensler who showed that 

both Berber and Cushitic were perfect representatives of this Marked Nominative type. In 

defence and support of Sasse’s (1984) paper, he delivered a paper on three occasions (Gensler 

2000a, 2000b, 2000c) which pointed out facts and features in a perfectly clear and evident 

way; unfortunately, it was never published.1 

In the ergative-absolutive case system it is the ergative case that is functionally marked. In the 

nominative-accusative case system, the accusative is the case that is functionally marked. In 

the nominative-absolutive system, or Marked Nominative system (Dixon 1994:63ff.), it is the 

nominative, rather than the accusative that is the marked member in terms of function. This 

means inter alia that the accusative is the “citation form”, which includes for Gensler “all 

forms for which case marking can be seen as irrelevant (… fronted topic; emphatic in-

situ…),” and we would add to this the predicative function, and the focus. 

Nominative-Accusative: John saw Billmarked. John ran. 

Nominative-Absolutive: Johnmarked saw Bill. Johnmarked ran. 

Ergative-Absolutive: Johnmarked saw Bill. John ran. 

 

The following table presents a comparison of the functions of the three alignments in an 

overview. 

Ergative-Absolutive: Nominative-Absolutive: Nominative-Accusative: 

Absolutive (unmarked) 

quotation, address, predicate, 

focus, topic 

subject of intransitive verbs 

object of transitive verbs 

adverbial form 

 

Ergative (marked) 

agent (subject) of transitive verbs 

Absolutive (unmarked) 

quotation, address, predicate, 

focus, topic 

object of transitive verbs 

adverbial form 

 

Nominative (marked) 

subject of intransitive verbs, 

agent (subject) of transitive verbs 

Accusative (marked) 

object of transitive verbs 

adverbial form 

 

Nominative (unmarked) 

quotation, address, predicate, 

focus, topic 

subject of intransitive verbs, 

agent (subject) of transitive verbs 

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1 I’m grateful to the author for bringing to my attention the manuscript and the accompanying data 
sheet in July 2011, i.e. after the 14th Italian Meeting of Afroasiatic Linguistics, Turin, June 15-17, 
2011. 



E.g., Basque Berber, East Cushitic 

Otherwise, e.g., Central Nilotic 

Semitic 

Otherwise, e.g., Indo-European 

 ©H. Satzinger 

 

The nominative-absolutive alignment of the noun has been preserved in Cushitic (plus 

Omotic) languages and in Berber. Case distinction is lacking in Egyptian, in Chadic, in some 

Eastern Berber idioms, in some ancient (Hebrew, Aramaic) and nearly all recent Semitic 

languages. Nevertheless, the alignment can be determined by other features, in particular, by 

the system of the personal pronoun. 

Most remarkably, the nominative-absolutive alignment was converted into a nominative-

accusative alignment in Semitic (Akkadian, Classical Arabic, Geez), although some 

noticeable features can best be explained as being remnants of the old system (Sasse 1984). 

 

§ 3. The Personal Pronoun in Languages of Nominative-Absolutive Alignment 

All this concerns nouns. The situation of personal pronouns seems quite different. Many 

Berber idioms have case marking of nouns (two cases, otherwise called statuses; marked by 

change of prefix vowel), though some Eastern Berber idioms, like Awjili or Ghadamsi, do not 

(Kossmann 2013; Van Putten 2014; others, like Nefusi, Siwi, Foqahi, Sokni, mark the cases 

through accentual movement only: Brugnatelli 1986). Nevertheless, all Berber idioms have 

the same system of paradigms of personal pronouns, no matter whether nouns indicate case 

forms or not. Where there is a case marking, there are exactly two cases, as was mentioned 

above. Nevertheless, there are some six paradigms of the personal pronoun. Hence, there is no 

clear-cut one-to-one relationship between noun cases (numbering two) and pronoun 

paradigms (numbering six). But they can be correlated. 

 

§ 4. The Personal Pronoun in Afroasiatic: Egyptian, Cushitic 

Afroasiatic has basically three pronominal paradigms (Satzinger 1991:129ff.; 2003a):  

A. independent / predicative (etc.),  

B. dependent / object (etc.), 

C. suffix / genitival (etc.).  

This is the case of Egyptian, Cushitic and, in general, Chadic. It is only Semitic that has 

reduced them to two, namely A. independent, and C. suffix.  

For example, the personal pronoun in Egyptian and in the Cushitic language Saho.  

Egyptian: 



 A. Independent pronoun (old 

series) 

B. Dependent pronoun C. Suffix pronoun 

1sc ı͐nk [ˀaˈnak] *ˀanákV wı͐ *yuwa ? =ı͐ [-i] *-i / -ya ? 

2sm ṯwt [cuˈwat]? *kuwátV? ṯw [cuw]? *kuwa ? =k [-ak] *-ka 

2sf ṯmt [ciˈmat]? *kimátV? ṯn [cin]? *kima ? =ṯ [-ic] *-ki 

3sm swt [suˈwat]? *suwátV? sw [suw]? *suwa ? =f [-af] *-fu ? < *-hu ? 

3sf stt [siˈtat]? *sitátV? sy [siy]? *siya ? =s [-as] *-sa 

…    

 Quotation form;   

predicate (ı͐nk pw “it is I”) 

partly, subject of nominal 

predicate  

(ı͐nk sn=k “I’m your 

brother”) 

augens  

(m pr=ı͐ ı͐nk “in my own 

house”) 

subject of  

adjectival predicate  

(nfr wı͐ “I am good”) 

object  

(sḏm wı͐ “hear me!”) 

with thetic elements  

(m=k wı͐ “here I am!”;  

nn sw “he does not 

exist”) 

possessive=genitive  

(pr=ı͐ “my house”) 

 

prepositional  

(ḥr=f “on him”)  

 

subject of verbal predicate  

(sḏm=ı͐ “I shall hear”) 

 ~ absolutive case ~ absolutive case ~ nominative / genitive case 

 

As an example of the personal pronoun in Cushitic:  

Saho (East Cushitic; Banti 2003:22; also cf. Lamberti 1999). 

 A. Long non-subject form B. Short  non-subject form C. Subject form 

1sc yoo/yowa/yoyya/yetta yi anu 

2sc kowa/koyya/kotta ku atu 

3sm kaa/kayya kaa usuk 

3sf teya/teyya tee ishi/ishe 

…    

 ~ absolutive case ~ absolutive case ~ nominative / genitive case 

 

§ 5. The Personal Pronoun in Berber 

The Berber idioms have some six pronominal paradigms. They can, however, be reduced to 

original three. The Personal pronouns in Tashelhit = Shilha: 

  



 

 A. 

Independent 

B. 

Direct object 

C. 

Complement 

of prep. 

D. 

Indirect 

object 

E. 

Possessive 

(a) 

F. 

Possessive 

(b) 

1sc nkk(in) -yyi -i -yyi -Ø2  (i)nu 

2sm kyy(in)3 -k -k -ak -k nn-k 

2sf kmm(in) -km -m -am -m nn-m 

3sm ntta(n)4 -t -s -as -s nn-s 

3sf nttat5 -tt -s -as -s nn-s 

1pc nkkwni -a(n)ɣ -neɣ -a(n)ɣ -t-nɣ nn-ɣ 

2pm kwnni -kwn -wen -awn -t-un nn-un 

2pf kwnnimti -kwnt -kwent -awnt -t-unt nn-unt 

3pm n(it)tni -tn -sen -asn -t-sn nn-sn 

3pf n(i)tnti -tnt -sent -asnt -t-snt nn-snt 

It is obviously paradigm C (complement of prepositions) that represents the Afroasiatic suffix 

pronoun. The indirect object suffix (D) is based on a (prepositional?) element (y)a- (in 

Tuâreg: ha-) plus suffix pronoun. Of the possessive suffixes, there are forms that are 

immediately attached to nouns (e.g., baba-s “his father”); they are very similar to the C forms. 

Others display a connective element -n- before the suffix pronoun. Apart from minor 

deviations, the pronominal elements are identical among these four paradigms (CDEF). A few 

conspicuous features set them apart from paradigms AB (Gensler 2000). 

• The base of the third person forms which is -s- in CDEF, as compared to the -t- of the 

others.  

• The second person feminine has m in CDEF, but km in AB.  

• The third person singular has gender distinction in AB, though not in CDEF.  

Sasse (1981:143f.) posits only two formally diverging Afroasiatic basic paradigms of 

pronouns that had originally been free. Their distribution depends on case, paradigm 1. 

representing the absolutive case, paradigm 2. the subject case (hence, the nominative). As the 

absolutive forms were frequently clitisised, possessive and object suffixes have come into 

existence, according to Sasse. Similarly, Blažek (1995:2) assumes that the Chadic pronouns 

“can be reconstructed in two sets ... The set A represents the independent forms, the set B is 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
2 Tamasheq (Tuâreg) -(h)i; Taqbaylit (Kabyle) -(i)w; Nefusi –Ø, but with a different accent pattern 
(Beguinot 1942:118);  etc. 
3 Tamasheq (Tuâreg) kay; Taqbaylit (Kabyle) kečč; Nefusi šek;  etc. 
4 Zenaga: ntu, netta, nenta, nentahu; Tamasheq (Tuâreg) enta; Nefûsi nīt; etc. 
5 Zenaga: ntuhet, ntehadatt ntadatt, nentahadd ; Tamasheq (Tuâreg) enta; Nefûsi nîyet; etc. 



reconstructed on the basis of the object and possessive forms.” Similarly, “The original AA 

system of personal pronouns was represented by the same opposition of the set A = subject 

case (independent) vs. B = absolutive case (object and possessive).” Note that these latter 

categories, object and possessive pronouns, have been merged here. It may be added that the 

independent pronoun is not so much a subject pronoun, but rather a predicate pronoun, except 

for Semitic. 

However, when taking into account the general evidence of the families (other than Semitic), 

it does not seem that dependent pronoun (“object”) and suffix pronoun (“possessive”) have a 

common origin (be it in the absolutive pronoun or elsewhere). 

An older study (Satzinger 1991:129f.) concluded that paradigms B and C (dependent and 

suffix pronoun, respectively), though obviously related, are definitely distinct from each 

other. A later study would “suggest to regard the dichotomy of the Afroasiatic ‘object 

pronoun’ …  and ‘possessive pronoun’ … not as a secondary feature, restricted to some 

branches, but rather as a basic feature of the original system.” (Satzinger 2004:492.)  

 

§ 6. Chadic: the personal pronouns in Hausa. 

The system of the Hausa paradigms (Newman 2000:476–487) has some resemblance with the 

Berber system. 

 Independent Strong 

object 

Weak 

object 

Indirect 

object 

Free possessive 

(m / f) 

Bound possessive 

(m / f) 

1sc nī6 ni nì minì, mîn, 

manì 

nā̀wa / tā̀wa -nā / -tā 

2sm kai ka kà makà, mā, 

mâ 

nākà / tākà -nkà / -r̄kà 

2sf kē ki kì mikì  nākì / tākì -nkì / -r̄kì 

3sm shī shi shì masà, mishì, 

mâs, mâr̄ 

nāsà / tāsà, 

nāshì / tāshì 

-nsà / -r̄sà, 

-nshì / -r̄shì 

3sf ita ta tà matà nātà / tātà -ntà / -r̄tà, 

nātà / tātà 

1p mū mu mù manà nāmù / tāmù -nmù / -r̄mù 

2p kū ku kù mukù nākù / tākù -nkù / -r̄kù 

3p sū su sù musù nāsù / tāsù -nsù / -r̄sù 

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
6 Hausa vowels: low tone is marked by the grave accent, high tone is unmarked; a — high, short; ā — 
high, long; à — low, short; ā̀ — low, long. 



N.B. We do not take into account the “heavy subject pronoun” (Newman 2000:486, 1.2.3), 

being the conjugation of the Completive Tense (= past/perfect), like Mūsā yā kōmā̀ “Musa 

returned/has returned,” nor the “light subject pronoun,” being a combination of pronoun and 

TAM marker, used as prefix of the other TAM paradigms, like progressive i-nā̀ zuwā̀ “I am 

coming.” Characteristic forms are yā (etc.) for the third singular, masculin, and an additional 

“impersonal person” for the indefinite subject, ā (etc.) (Newman 2000:486, 1.2.2).  

• There is an independent pronoun:  predicate and subject of the Nominal Sentence, focus, 

topic; object of prepositions (sic — cf. French pour moi); object of thetic negation, pronoun 

for babu “there is not” (from the evidence in Berber and Egyptian, the “object pronoun” 

would be expected). It can be correlated to the independent pronouns of Berber, Cushitic, and 

Egyptian. 

• Dependent pronoun: direct object of a verb; complement of akwai “there is ... ”, “... exists”, 

and of ga “here ... is”, “there ... is” (cf. Berber, Egyptian; Satzinger 2005). It can be correlated 

to the dependent pronouns of Berber, Cushitic, and Egyptian. 

• Pronoun for indirect object: composed of mV- and dependent pronoun (but 3sm. -sa 

besides -shī). 

• Free possessive pronoun, composed of gender/number-marked bases nā- (m., pl.) and tā- (f.) 

and the dependent pronoun (but 1sc -wā, rather than -nī; 3sm . -sa besides -shī): nā̀wa « le 

mien », « les miens/miennes », tā̀wa « la mienne ». 

• Bound possessive pronoun, composed of gender/number markers -n- (m., pl.) and -t- (f., 

before vowel), -r- (f., before consonant) and dependent pronoun (but 1sc -ā, rather than -nī; 

3sm . -sa besides -shī): gida-n-sa “his house”; mata-r-sa “his wife” — the same as the latter, 

though clitical, and syncopated. 

In these possessive forms that deviate from the dependent pronoun vestiges of an original 

suffix pronoun may be seen. Hence, they may be correlated to the suffix pronouns of Berber, 

Cushitic, and Egyptian. 

Egyptian Independent Dependent Suffix 

Berber Independent Direct object 1. Complement of 

prep. 

2. Possessive (a) 

Hausa Independent Object Possessive (?) 

 

For a general overview of the pronominal paradigms in Chadic languages (comprising 

“Independent — Object — Possessive”) see Blažek (1995:5ff.). 

 



§ 7. Originally only two paradigms of the personal pronoun? 

The number of three paradigms—A (independent), B (dependent), and C (suffix)—can be 

reduced by one, though not by deriving B (dependent) and C (suffix) from the same origin, 

but rather by deriving A (the independent pronoun) from the B pronoun. It has been shown 

that “there is no original set of A pronoun forms” (Satzinger 2004:492). The independent 

pronouns are quite diverse through the various families and languages (cf. Sem. Cush. *ˀanta 

with Eg. ṯwt < *kwt [kiˈwat (?)], Tuâreg Hausa etc. kay, Ber. kečč etc.; cf. Zaborski 1998) and 

attest to glaring innovations (cf. Eg. ı͐ntk [ˀanˈtak], Beja barûk / batûk). It is not possible to 

reconstruct a uniform Proto-Afroasiatic paradigm of the independent pronoun. Generally 

speaking, the A pronouns are either 

• derived from, or identical with, B pronouns: e.g., Eg. swt (A), sw (B); Sem. *šū(a); or 

• built on a base *ˀan, with stative endings or other pronominal elements: *ˀanāku, *ˀanā/ 

ˀanī, ˀanta, ˀantī, etc.; or 

• built on nouns, with suffix pronouns added: Eg. 2sm ı͐ntk [ˀanˈtak] < *ı͐nt [ˀaliˈta] “essence” 

(or sim.; in absolutive case) plus -k (Satzinger 1987:122ff.; note that the element ı͐nt, probably 

derived from the preposition (ı͐)n ~ Sem. *li- (?), is essentially different from the base *ˀan of 

Semitic and Cushitic, mentioned before); Beja barûk (m.), batûk (f), hence *bat-û- / *bat-t-û-, 

plus -k. 

Berber idioms show the nominative-absolutive syntactic alignment of the noun, and they 

display several paradigms of the personal pronoun. How to correlate them? “The pronominal 

expression corresponding to the noun in the nominative is, on the one hand, the suffix 

pronoun (genitive, prepositional), on the other, the conjugation morphemes of the verb 

(subject). The pronoun expression corresponding to the noun in the absolutive case is, on the 

one hand, the absolute pronoun (predicate, focus, topic, citation form), on the other, the so-

called object pronoun, or dependent pronoun (object, rhematic noun in thetic expressions).” 

(Satzinger printing.)  

This can be generalised for Afroasiatic as a whole, insofar as it has the afore-mentioned 

alignment, i.e., with the exception of Semitic. In the nominative-absolutive alignment, the 

functions of the absolutive case are citation, predicate, focus, topic, furthermore the object of 

transitive verbs. On the pronominal level, these are the functions of the absolute or 

independent pronoun (A), except for the object function, which is one of the dependent 

pronoun (B). 

 

  



§ 8. Correlation of Noun Cases and Pronoun Paradigms 

The main function of the nominative is that of a subject of the verb (both transitive and 

intransitive). The subject function of the personal pronoun is covered by the conjugation 

morphemes (prefixed or suffixed) of the verb in most languages. In Egyptian, however, the 

suffix pronouns serve as subject of the verb in all but the stative (old perfective) conjugations, 

either directly joining a verbal noun (?), or an auxiliary element, like -n, or a verb of saying or 

thinking, viz. ı͐ (plus -n), ḫr, or kȝ (Satzinger 2003b).  

In addition, “some Semitic languages have secondarily (i.e., much later than the suffix and 

prefix conjugations) developed comparable structures. In Ge‘ez, verbal nouns in the adverbial 

accusative (as qatīl-a ‘while/when killing,’ or the like) may be conjugated by means of the 

suffix pronoun: qatīl-ō (< *qatīl-a-hū) ‘when he killed.’ A further comparable feature are the 

circumstantial expressions formed by adjectives that are in concord with their referent: (‘you 

[nominative], or your, or of you [genitive] ... tekūz-e-ka being sad’; ‘you [accusative] ... tekūz-

a-ka being sad’ ” (Satzinger 1968; cf. Kapeliuk 1998)). In Syriac, the suffix pronouns are 

employed in the new perfect qṭīl-leh which has been compared with the Egyptian sḏm·n=f 

form; note, however, two important differences: first, the passive participle is in concord with 

the object of the construction (it is only in Neo-Aramaic that this concord may be absent); 

second, the suffix pronoun functions as a copy pronoun for a substantival subject; it is even 

present if the subject is nominal: N. qṭīlā-leh ‘N. has killed (her)’ = Egyptian smȝ·n N. (this 

latter argument also applies to the Ethiosemitic constructions mentioned).” (Satzinger 

2002:249f.; cf. Satzinger 2004:488f.) “Berber: in the Ayt Ziyan dialect, the Kabyle stative 

conjugation (representative of the Afroasiatic suffix conjugation) is replaced by the stative 

form of the adjective, with the suffix pronoun as subject expression: Ait Ziyan zggagg-iyi, 

zggagg-ik, zggagg-ikm, etc., ‘I am red, etc.’, as compared with Great Kabylia zggwagg-ag, 

zggwagg-ed, etc. (Galand 1990:129; cf. Aikhenvald 1995:51f.).” (Satzinger 2004:488.) 

Zaborski (2001) has even argued that this type of verbal construction is of common Proto-

Afroasiatic origin. 

Proto-Afroasiatic 

Noun Absolutive case Nominative case 

Pronoun 1. Absolute pronoun, 

2. dependent pronoun 

1. Suffix pronoun, 

2. conjugation morpheme 

 

• Subject of verb (Nominative): expressed by conjugation; or by suffix pronoun. 

• Object of verb (Absolutive): expressed by the dependent pronoun. 

• Nominal predicate (Absolutive): expressed by the independent pronoun. 



• Subject of nominal predicate (Absolutive): primarily expressed by the dependent pronoun, 

which is, however, often supplanted by the independent pronoun. 

Of the three alignments mentioned, the nominative-accusative one is the most widely spread 

among all languages, followed by the ergative-absolutive alignment.  The nominative-

absolutive alignment is extremely rare in comparison:  The World Atlas of Language 

Structures (WALS) gives the figures 46 for nominative-accusative, 32 for ergative-absolutive, 

to which should be added the 4 of active-inactive; only 6 is the number of items of 

nominative-absolutive alignment (“marked nominative”). The nominative-absolutive 

alignment of Afroasiatic may be as old as Proto-Afroasiatic, or it may have developed from 

an ergative-absolutive alignment (cf. Satzinger 2001; 2005). The nominative-accusative 

alignment of Semitic has obviously developed from the Afroasiatic nominative-absolutive 

alignment, as it still contains conspicuous remnants of it (Sasse 1984). 
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